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Editorial

Axial Gout: Cinderella of
Gouty Arthropathy!

Gout and hyperuricemia are among the most important and

common inflammatory-metabolic disorders, with treatment

implications beyond the care of inflamed joints. Gout affects

1% to 2% of the population, and recent findings from

nationally representative samples of adults in the US gener-

al population suggest that the prevalence of both gout and

hyperuricemia remains substantial and may have increased

over the past 20 years1. Better recognition of risk factors has

also contributed to this increased incidence and prevalence,

including the presence of comorbid conditions such as

hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and metabol-

ic syndrome2. In addition, its clinical spectrum continues to

expand, with recent descriptions of unusual clinical forms

such as bone fracture, panniculitis, and axial or spondylitic

involvement3,4.

Since 2009, when the last systematic review of axial gout

cataloged 125 cases of gout5, there have been over 25 pub-

lications. Published cases mainly coalesce around the pro-

gression of inflammatory back pain to catastrophic neuro-

logical involvement6,7,8. Although these cautionary cases of

axial involvement are likely rare, there is clearly interest and

concern across specialties regarding the need for carefully

constructed collective investigations to elucidate the contri-

bution of axial gouty arthropathy.

In this issue of The Journal, Konatalapalli, et al provide

an enticement to further investigate the prevalence and

potential correlates of suspected axial gouty involvement9.

Although limited by the cross-sectional design of their

study, the findings precipitate key questions in regard to

future investigative parameters.

In this study, the authors have provided important find-

ings from a cross-section of gout patients with inclusion cri-

teria being only poorly controlled gout — neither back pain

nor neurological symptomatology was an identifying factor.

This cohort is strikingly different from the collection of

cases in the literature, of which the majority presented with

manifestations mimicking emergent clinical presentations

such as spinal tumors, spinal abscesses, spondylodiscitis,

spinal stenosis, and spondyloarthropathy even responsive to

nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs10. Although our only

glimpse of the natural history of spinal gout has been

gleaned from this unusual collection of published cases,

what may be common to both groups is that urate-lowering

therapy may shrink tophi deposited in spinal structures and

relieve symptomatology1,11,12.

That both groups of gouty arthritis, those with and with-

out axial involvement, were most likely under-treated, with

a mean high serum uric acid and a striking predominance of

no treatment or lack of appropriate treatment in this

cross-sectional examination, highlights the need for contri-

butions like those of the OMERACT Gout Working Group13

and of the American College of Rheumatology, with treat-

ment guidelines currently under development. Lowering

serum uric acid to < 6 mg/dl (< 357 µmol/l14) may also pre-

vent progressive peripheral gouty arthropathy. However, it is

uncertain whether this would have a beneficial effect on

axial involvement. This raises questions about the natural

history: further investigation is required regarding disease

duration, treatment, and screening for axial involvement.

The correlation findings for back pain in this study —

defined as presence or absence of past or present history of

back pain — did not differ between the axial and the

non-axial group9. This is interesting and even surprising

when compared to cumulative case series where lumbar

involvement was predominantly associated with localized

pain, with frequent radicular manifestations5. Although

these 2 cohorts may not be comparable due to reporting

bias, the presence of pain and radicular symptoms in future

investigations still warrants close examination, with its

assessment potentially being more complex and elusive

than peripheral involvement, which may be accounted for

by structural  differences.

The study findings9 do not entirely answer the question

about what is the best imaging modality to identify and

fully characterize the radiological changes that develop sec-

ondary to urate crystal deposition. It appears, however, that

See Correlates of axial gout, page 1445
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as with the appendicular skeleton, it takes several years of

gout before radiological destructive changes or tophi become

apparent in the axial skeleton. And although computed

tomography imaging has been suggested as the best modali-

ty to detect these changes, the roles of various imaging tech-

niques in the diagnosis of gout are being evaluated15,16.

In addition, the study suggests that diagnosis of axial

gout may frequently be missed; however, the effects of

missed diagnosis are unknown. Outside the devastating

cases reported in published series, perhaps there is little

effect on disability outcomes (the study was not able to

assess disease duration or duration of poorly controlled dis-

ease). Or perhaps disease duration, examined in isolation,

may distill differences in the impact of disease, as may the

degree, location, and structures of spinal involvement?

Until investigations attempt to correlate the relationship

between pain, functional measures, and/or health-related

quality of life, these questions will remain unanswered.

Without fully understanding the impact of axial gout, we

cannot know the value of screening.

Although the cohort population is predominantly black, a

significant difference was established between study popu-

lations, with blacks being subject to axial disease with more

severe gouty involvement. This concurs with other study

findings that have shown that blacks are twice as likely as

whites to develop gout, experience more severe disease, and

are less likely to be treated with urate-lowering therapy17,18. 

This prompts another investigative question regarding

genetic differences that could influence treatment strategies.

Krishnan, et al recently performed a heritability analysis for

hyperuricemia and gout among 514 unselected, all-male

twin pairs who were a part of the National Heart, Lung, and

Blood Institute twin study, a prospective observational

cohort study19. The study population included 253 monozy-

gotic and 261 dizygotic twin pairs, aged 48 years (± 3) at

baseline and followed for a mean of 34 years. The concor-

dance of hyperuricemia was 53% in monozygotic and 24%

in dizygotic twin pairs (p < 0.001). The authors concluded

that hyperuricemia is a genetic trait, but outside the context

of rare genetic disorders, the environment determines risk

for gout. This may have implications for prevention and

treatment decisions.

Although limitations exist on several levels in their inves-

tigation9, whatever the potential influence of gouty arthro -

pathy, axial involvement may be common in chronic gout.

The findings presented here hopefully have tipped the scales

in favor of multicenter investigative attention. Perhaps the

next best step is a carefully constructed registry with

prospective data collection reporting patient symptoms, qual-

ity of life, functioning, medications with dosing, serology,

radiologic items, cardiovascular variables, and very impor-

tantly, presence or absence of acute presentation20.

The glass slipper fits: axial gouty arthropathy exists and

not uncommonly; it is now relevant to consider strategies on

how to reveal its natural history and its response to

 treatment.
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